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Finding a mattress that
works for you is no child's
play.

We at Springtek make it our
business

to design the mattress you
want!

The Euro Top Luxe Memory
Foam Mattress has

Top-quality Quilted Cover
that gives more comfort
without using any extra
topper

The Medium Soft Mattress
with Body Temperature
adaptable Memory foam
supports your body postures
and helps you recover in no
time

Pocket innerspring support
with multizone system aids
in airflow & zero partner

The mattress is shown in
close-ups

The texts come on one side
while the mattress is still being
shown in detail

The mattress is displayed from
all angles and zoomed out.

The quilted cover is shown
dissected in layers.
Focus on the top layer

The mattress is seen adjusting
to the pressure

The depressed areas are
zoomed in and below them,
the spring design is shown.

Springtek

Design the mattress of you
want

Euro Top Luxe Memory Foam
Mattress

Class A Certified Quilted
Cover

Medium Soft Comfort
Mattress

Body Temperature adaptable
Memory foam

Pocket Spring Support with
multizone system



sleep disturbance

While the Extra Firm Edge
foam encasement Support,

Provides a spacious
sleeping area

Thanks to the Adaptive
Support and Sleep Easy
Motion Performance

Euro Top Luxe Memory
Foam Mattress is the
mattress of your dreams

It comes in Roll Packing and
with a Warranty for a
hassle-free and safe
purchase

Springtek

Big dreams, low prices

The structure is shown to be
airy with airflow. The pocket
spring structure is then
zoomed in on the side to show
it in detail.

The anti-sag firm edges are
highlighted in rotation. And
then zoomed out to show a
spacious sleeping area.

The mattress is shown again in
detail. And then focus on the
layers underneath

The mattress is elevated and
packed in a roll

Zero Partner Sleep
Disturbance

Anti-sag Extra Firm Edge
foam Support

Adaptive Support

Sleep Easy Motion
Performance

Comes in Roll Packing

8-Year Limited Warranty
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